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Fist of the north star live action imdb

If you've ever wanted to watch a film production embarrassing yourself royalty, check out Fist Of The North Star, a erroneous, completely awkward live action version of some of the supposed Japanese manga series. It's one of those painful people who doesn't translate into the realm of live action though, like the weird Super Mario movie they've made. Full of notable character
actors, packed with steampunk-esque special effects, it may have worked with a different story, but the theatrical intensity and specific vibe of Oriental pop culture just don't come to life well on the Big Screen North America. It also has war with itself tonally: there's a light, PG Power Rangers feel in some places, but many scenes have graphic violence pushing a hard R rating into
the deep end, which makes for a jarring experience. Gary Daniels plays Kenshiro, a solitary warrior who goes out to get Lord Shin (Costas Mandylor under a mess of an enemy fish), a brutal warlord who kills his father, briefly played by Malcolm McDowell. McDowell pulls a classic McDowell move, showing up in the flesh for about thirty seconds before disappearing and lazyly
lending his iconic voice to a talk skeleton version of his character later in the film. Don't ask me to remember more about the plot than that because it will involve a rewatch, and no one has time for that. Chris Penn is as fun as Jackal, an angry vagabond with a giant potato head and mental temperament to match. Watch for Dante 'Rufio' Basco, Downtown Julie Brown, Clint
Howard, Mario Van Peebles and more in equally ridiculous getups. The only thing I can recommend here is the production design, lifted directly from some outstanding post-a apocalypse video games, it makes somewhat of an impression. The rest of the land with a giant thud and just sits there, doing not much of anything. 1 out of 1 finds this useful. Was this review helpful? Sign
in to vote. Permalink Learn More Editing Based on a graphic novel, this a apocalypse adventure focuses on a man having to reverse the great red-dominated conditions of his world. Plot summary | Add the slogan Summary: A legendary warrior battle against the forces of evil. Action | Fantasy | Science Fiction | Thriller Motion Picture Rating (MPAA) Rated R for brutal violence and
continuous brutality, and for brief language | See all certification » Parent Guide: See content advice » Edit live action re-adaptation of the 1986 animated post-a apocalypse Anime Fist of the North Star. See also » When Kenshiro is visited by his father in the shape of a zombie, you can see a little bit of the zombie actor's right arm under the zombie costume. See also » Jackal: My
head, what did you do to me? See also » A Thousand Lies Written by Robb Flynn, Logan Mader, Adam Duce &amp; Chris Conducted by Machine Head Courtesy of Roadrunner Records, Inc. See also » User Reviews Learn More About Editing In the 21st Century, a nuclear war has turned most of the Earth's surface into a desert wasteland, which also leads to earthwater
contamination A man named Sanga built the fortified paradise of the Last Land, where he ruled as its dictator by monopolying the city's untaced water supply. When he learned that the neighboring residents of The Free Village were trying to dig up a well of their own, Sanga sent his juniors to sabotage their efforts. Kenshiro, the owner of Shinken Hokuto, is involved in a conflict
between the two regions after saving Tobi, an informer hired by Freedom Village. Written by over_the world storyline | More Synopsis Taglines: Force Collision! A jihadist war! (Episode 3 DVD) See more » Animation | Action | Drama | Fantasy Certificate: 16 | See all the certifications » Parents Guide: See content advice » Edit The OVA earns ¥230 million ($2.88 million) in DVD
revenue, with a 200% return on investment. It earned ¥150 million ($1.88 million) in overseas revenue, exceeding domestic sales. See also » User reviews Learn more Edit After a nuclear explosion, survivors must flee the terrible Sauzer who wants to dominate the world. Kenshiro is the only hope Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Certificate: See all certifications » Parents Guide: Add
content advisory for parents » Edit Is part of the Hokuto Legends series, first of five films See more » User Reviews Edit Eurozoom [France] | North Star Pictures [Japan] Release date: March 11, 2006 (Japan) See also known as: Fist of the North Star: Raoh Side Story Junai Arc See more » Edit Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $2,448,408 See more on IMDbPro » North Star
Pictures, TMS Entertainment See also » Running time: 95 minutes Frame rate: 16: 9 See full specifications » Learn more Edits in 199X , human civilization has been destroyed by a nuclear Holocaust. In an age where rule is stronger than the frail, survivors of the fallout struggle over food supplies left and water left. Kenshiro, the successor to an ancient, deadly martial arts called
Hokuto Shinken (Fist of the Northern Star), wanders the wasteland with seven scars in the shape of the Big Dipper on his chest. This infamous style uses 708 hidden body pressure points to destroy opponents from within and allows athletes to unleash 100% of their human power. Accompanied by a young thief and an orphaned girl, this messier brings justice to this lawless world
with the strongest fist in the world. Written by Anonymous Plot Summary | More synopsis film wreckage | muscle | manga-based | wasteland | water | See all (73) » Taglines: An historic attack on the senses! Animation | Action | Adventure | Drama | Science Fiction Certificate: 16 | See all sub»certifications Tutorial: See content advice » Edit Buronson citing Bruce Lee and Mad Max
as the two biggest influences on Fist of the North Star. He said kenshiro and martial arts were inspired by Bruce Lee and his grandfather's 1970s Kong action kung fu movies, while the post-a apocalypse setting is inspired by the Mad Max series See Also » [Kenshirô's brand phrase] Kenshirô: You're Dead. See also » Initial opening credits and accompanying music have been
replaced by a drum and bass soundtrack and a new opening sequence for release in the US and UK by Manga. The music in the credits finally had the lyrics cut out completely. See also » User Review Edit Release Date: 17 July 1997 (Germany) See also known as: Fist of the North Star See also » Fuji Television Network, Shueisha, Toei Animation See also » Running time: 25
minutes (109 episodes) See full specifications » Learn more Edit Based on a graphic novel , this apopoxing adventure focuses on a man who must reverse the hydrolytic conditions of his world. Plot summary | Add the slogan Summary: A legendary warrior battle against the forces of evil. Action | Fantasy | Science Fiction | Thriller Certificate: K-18 | See all certification » Parent
Guide: See content advice » Edit live action re-adaptation of the 1986 animated post-a apocalypse Anime Fist of the North Star. See also » When Kenshiro is visited by his father in the shape of a zombie, you can see a little bit of the zombie actor's right arm under the zombie costume. See also » Jackal: My head, what did you do to me? See also » A Thousand Lies Written by
Robb Flynn, Logan Mader, Adam Duce &amp; Chris Kontos Made by Machine Head Courtesy of Roadrunner Records, Inc. Read more » User Reviews Learn More Editing After a Nuclear Massacre Tore The World Apart, Humanity Forced To Be Harsh Not Only The Oppression of Others Much Stronger , but also that the dead earth seems to get worse with every passing
moment. But a savior has resceded from the ashes, one who will defeat those who will torment the weak and make the world a place worth living in again. A man named Kenshiro... Written by Chuck Dark-Side Williamson Plot Summary | More Angry Synopsis | anti-hero | blindness | blood on your hands | fool | See all (212) » Taglines: An historic attack on the senses! See more »
Animation | Action | Drama | Fantasy Certificate: See all the certificates »Parent Guide: See content advice » Vampire Hunter D's edit of the 1985 anime film of the same name makes a cameo appearance as a villager in the scene where the second raoh in command, Uighur, reveals the flower pot to the people. Toyoo Ashida, the film's director, directed Vampire Hunter D a year
before directing the anime film Hokuto No Ken. See also » At one point during his fight with Raoh, Kenshiro's arm band are back though the earlier moments they separated when he activated his Shinken Hokuto, a moment later disappeared again. See also » Brave Old Villager: Why? Why did the man who killed Zender and saved our village send these animals here to kill us? I
can not believe that the fist of the northern star will do such a thing! Bad Guy Abuse: Oh yes? Guess again! [Raising his big hammer to kill strongly and unexpectedly attacked by Rei] Bad guys abuse: Who is that guy? Rei: My name is Rei and I'm looking for the man you describe. The man with seven wounds calls himself the north star's fist. Abuse Bad Guy: I'll give you so much.
You've got your guts going in like this. Give me that! So with all due to... [...] See also » Streamline Pictures English dubbing (released in the UK by Manga Video) has a dramatically changed script from the original Japanese. The exact nature of the Hokuto Shinken and Nanto Seiken schools (North And South Star in the English dubbing) has never been fully explained and Yuria's
Nanto legacy was never mentioned. The English dubbed version also has a non-lyrics version of the ending song, Purple Eyes, instead of the vocal version of the Kodomo Band in the original Japanese version. » Heart of Madness Written by Tsuyoshi Ujiki Performed by Kodomo Band See more » User Reviews Edit Release Date: March 8, 1986 (Japan) See also Known As »
Also Known As » : Fist of the North Star See more » Shueisha, Toei Animation, Toei Company See more » Black and White (some footage)| Color frame rate: 1.33: 1 See full specifications »
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